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Characterizing the fitness landscape, a representation of fitness for a large set of genotypes, 20
is key to understanding how genetic information is interpreted to create functional 21 organisms. Here we determined the evolutionarily-relevant segment of the fitness 22 landscape of His3, a gene coding for an enzyme in the histidine synthesis pathway, focusing 23 on combinations of amino acid states found at orthologous sites of extant species. Just 15% 24 of amino acids found in yeast His3 orthologues were always neutral while the impact on 25 fitness of the remaining 85% depended on the genetic background. Furthermore, at 67% 26 of sites, substitutions are under sign epistasis, having both strongly positive and negative 27 effect in different genetic backgrounds. 46% of sites were under reciprocal sign epistasis. 28
Sign epistasis affected few genotypes but involved interaction of multiple sites, shaping a 29 rugged fitness landscape in which many of the shortest paths between highly fit genotypes 30 are inaccessible. 31 32
Predicting function and fitness of organisms from their genotypes is the ultimate goal of 33 many fields in biology, from medical genetics to systems biology to the study of evolution [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . 34 Among the conceptual frameworks for understanding the genotype to phenotype connection is 35 the fitness landscape, which assigns a fitness (phenotype) to every possible genotype (sequence) 36 of a gene or genome under consideration 4,6 . The recognition of the importance of the fitness 37 landscape stimulated the development of a variety of theoretical approaches to its description, 38 including its general shape and epistatic interactions between alleles, a key property which 39 determines the complexity of the fitness landscape (see [ref. 4] and references within). Before 40 the advent of next-generation sequencing, experimental assays of the fitness landscape were few 41 and could not address the issue at the sequence level. Recently, large-scale experimental assays 42 described the shape of the fitness landscape a few mutations away from a local fitness peak (see 43 [ref. 7-10] and references within). Also, some assays involving a smaller number of genotypes 44 considered combinations of mutations with established functional [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] or evolutionary 17-22 45 significance. 46
Empirical evidence of the nature of large-scale fitness landscapes mostly comes from the 47 study of genotypes incorporating random mutations 4,7-10 , the majority of which are deleterious 7-48 10,23 . Thus, our present knowledge of fitness landscapes is primarily driven by the study of 49 deleterious mutations and their interactions, although local adaptive trajectories have also been 50 considered 2,4,16,24-26 . Deleterious mutations were found to engage in synergistic epistasis, 51
whereby the joint effect of multiple mutations was stronger than the sum of their individual 52 effects 4,7-10, 16 . Furthermore, sign epistasis among random mutations was mostly rare 5,7-10,16,27 , 53 although some of these conclusions differ from study to study (e.g. see [4, 27] ). 54
Unfortunately, there are fundamental limitations to assaying the fitness landscape on a 55 large or macroevolutionary level with random mutation libraries. The number of genotypes 56
underlying the fitness landscape is the combinatorial set of all amino acids across the length of 57 the protein 4,6 . For example, for the 220 amino acid protein coded by the His3 gene in 58
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the fitness landscape is a 220 dimensional genotype space with 20 220 59 different possible sequences. Such immense spaces are both computationally and experimentally 60
intractable. Fortunately, it may not be necessary to survey all genotypes to study the 61 evolutionary-relevant section of the fitness landscape. Because the vast majority of mutations in 62 protein sequences are deleterious 23 , a randomly sampled protein sequence is non-functional 28, 29 . 63
Here we propose an evolutionary approach for assaying fitness landscapes on a 64 macroevolutionary scale in a high-throughput manner that avoids the random sampling of mostly 65
non-functional sequences. The functionally and evolutionarily relevant section of the fitness 66 landscape can be represented by the combination of extant amino acid states, those found in 67 extant species. This approach, applied previously on a limited scale 17-22 mitigates the problem of 68 exploring a prohibitively large fitness landscape while highlighting the relationships between 69 evolutionarily-relevant genotypes (Fig. 1a) . Crucially, substitutions that have been fixed in 70 evolution are fundamentally different from random mutations, the former are either neutral or 71 beneficial in at least some genetic contexts and represent the driving force of molecular 72 evolution, while the latter are mostly deleterious and are primarily relevant on a 73 microevolutionary scale. Therefore, current empirical data do not shed much light on the impact 74 of interactions between substitutions that fixed in the course of evolution by natural selection. 75 Combinations of extant amino acid states allow one to assay a much wider functionally relevant 76 area of the sequence space than approaches based on random mutagenesis of a single sequence 77 (Fig. 1b,c) . 78
Estimating fitness of evolutionary-relevant genotypes 79 80 We studied His3, a gene coding for imidazoleglycerol-phosphate dehydratase (IGPD, 81
His3p), an enzyme essential for histidine synthesis. In a multiple alignment of His3 orthologues 82 from 21 yeast species we identified 686 extant amino acid states (Supplementary Information 83 1), which were evenly distributed across the His3p structure ( Fig. 1d) . These 686 substitutions, 84
which occurred over the course of ~400 million years of evolution 30 (Fig. 1b,c) correspond to 85 ~10 83 sequences, even a tiny fraction of which would be too many to survey. Thus, we sectioned 86
His3 into 12 independent segments such that the full combinatorial set of substitutions that have 87 occurred in His3 during yeast evolution comprised 10,000-100,000 genotypes per segment (see 88
Methods and Supplementary Fig. 1a ). The 12 segments were of similar length, constrained by 89 the molecular methods employed for library construction (see Methods), and covered a diverse 90 range of secondary structures and functional elements ( Supplementary Fig. 1c ). For each of the 91 12 segments of His3 we performed an independent experiment surveying its fitness landscape. 92
For each segment we used degenerate oligonucleotides to construct genotypes consisting of 93 combinations of amino acids present in extant His3 sequences, and determined the fitness 94 conferred by these genotypes by expressing them in a Δhis3 strain of S. cerevisiae and 95 measuring the rate of growth ( Supplementary Fig. 1b ). This way we assayed the fitness 96 landscape of the genotype space that was traversed over the course of the last ~400 million years 97 of evolution 30 . 98 99
Across 11 experiments we measured fitness for a total of 4,018,105 genotypes (875,151 100 unique amino acid sequences) with high accuracy. Of these, 422,717 consist solely of 101 combinations of extant amino acid states from His3 orthologues, while the remaining genotypes 102 incorporate other amino acid substitutions (Supplementary Table 1 and Methods). For one 103 segment, 9, the accuracy of our experiment was low, and it was not used in cumulative analyses. 104
For each segment we measured fitness for 60% -99.8% of all possible genotypes from the 105 combinatorial set of selected extant amino acid states found in 21 yeast species and a smaller 106 fraction of combinations found across all domains of life ( Supplementary Table 1),  107 characterizing the evolutionary relevant fitness landscape (Fig. 1b) . For segment 3 for instance, 108 11 out of 17 amino acid sites had more than one extant amino acid state: L145=2, L147=2, 109 Q148=3, K151=2, V152=2, D154=3, L164=3, E165=4, A168=2, E169=4, A170=4, with the full 110 yeast combinatorial set consisting of 2*2*3*2*2*3*3*4*2*4*4 = 55,296 genotypes out of which 111
we determined the fitness for 48,198, or 87% of the possible yeast extant states combinations in 112 our library. 113 114
A substantial proportion of combinations of extant amino acid states led to genotypes 115 with low fitness (Fig. 2, Fig. 3a,b, Supplementary Fig. 2) , an observation that takes into 116 account the false discovery rate in our data ( Supplementary Table 1 ). This observation could be 117 explained by i) some extant amino acids having a universally deleterious effect, ii) some amino 118 acid states exerting a negative effect on fitness because of intergenic interactions with other S. 119
cerevisiae genes, or iii) by epistatic interactions between the extant amino acid states within 120
His3 31 . We exclude the possibility that some extant amino acid states had a universally 121 deleterious effect because no extant amino acid states were present only in unfit genetic 122 backgrounds, genotypes conferring a fitness of zero ( Fig. 3c) . We exclude the possibility that 123 some extant amino acid states disrupt intergenic interactions because the complete His3 coding 124 sequences from extant species fully complemented a His3 deletion in S. cerevisiae 125 ( Supplementary Fig. 3c) . Thus, the observed genotypes with low fitness can only be explained 126 by epistatic interactions among extant amino acid states within the His3 gene in the same or 127 different segments. Remarkably, 85% (330/389) of substitutions between extant amino acid 128 states had substantially different effects on fitness in different backgrounds ( Fig. 3d) . By 129 contrast, only 15% of amino acid substitutions that occurred in His3 evolution are truly neutral, 130
in the sense that they do not exert strong influence on fitness in any genetic background. Three 131 quarters of the universally neutral substitutions were observed in the disordered region of the 132 protein (44/59). Thus, the His3 fitness landscape across the 11 segments with high accuracy was 133 strongly influenced by epistasis on a macroevolutionary scale, i.e. the impact of an extant amino 134 acid state on fitness often depends on the background in which it occurs [31] [32] [33] [34] . An epistatic fitness 135 landscape is rugged in the sense that evolving genotypes must avoid fitness valleys that emerge 136 through deleterious combinations of amino acid states that may also be found in fit 137 genotypes 18, 19, [34] [35] [36] . Characterizing the ruggedness and the mechanisms that determine the 138 underlying epistasis becomes the primary challenge in understanding the fitness landscape of 139
His3. 140 141
Unidimensional epistasis of the His3 fitness landscape 142 143
The ruggedness of the fitness landscape can be characterized by different measures of 144 complexity of the underlying epistatic interactions. In the simplest case, epistasis may be 145 unidimensional, in the sense that the fitness landscape can be described as a function of an 146 intermediate variable, the fitness potential 37-39 . The fitness landscape is a function from the space 147 of genotypes to fitness. In analogy with a scalar field, we can characterize the ruggedness of this 148 function with standard measures of complexity if genotypes are arranged in a linear space. The 149 simplest case is that of a linear predictor called the fitness potential: p = c 1 x 1 + c 1 x 2 + … + c n x n , 150
where c i is a coefficient and x i is a binary variable that signifies the presence (1) or absence (0) of 151 a given amino acid at a given position. By definition, e p describes a non-epistatic fitness 152 landscape because the effect of every substitution is multiplicative and it depends only on the 153 associated c. Any other function of p leads to epistasis. If the f(p) function is "simple", meaning 154 that is has a small number of local extremas, such as a bimodal function, the epistasis is called 155 unidimensional 39 . The limitation of simplicity of f(p) is necessary because any function f 0 (x 1 , …, 156
x n ) can be represented by a function f'(p) and choosing appropriate coefficients c 1 , …, c n in p. 157
Thus, a simple f(p) leads to unidimensional epistasis because the entire genotype space can be 158 reduced to a single dimension 39 . 159 160
To quantitatively determine how well fitness differences between genotypes can be 161 explained by unidimensional epistasis we used a deep learning approach to estimate the 162 coefficients c for each allele x in the fitness potential and determine the best unidimensional 163 function of p that best approximated the fitness landscape. We used a dense neural network 164 architecture composed of three layers. Each neuron in the architecture performed a linear 165 transformation of its input and then applied a nonlinear (sigmoid) function. Hence, by using one 166 neuron in the first layer we obtained a linear combination of the contributions of each amino acid 167 state to fitness potential, which was then non-linearly mapped to fitness by the three layers of the 168 neural network architecture (see Methods; Supplementary Fig.4 ). Ten segments were described 169 by a threshold function in which organismal fitness remains constant with decreasing fitness 170 potential and then is rapidly reduced to lethal after a certain threshold (Fig. 4a) . The ability of 171 the cliff-like threshold fitness function 40 to predict fitness from genotype varied between the 172
His3 segments from near perfect (r 2 =0.97) in segment 7, to relatively poor (r 2 =0.44) in segment 5 173 ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). Thus, while the fitness landscape of His3 is approximately 174 unidimensional for some segments, it has a higher degree of complexity for others. 175 176
Ruggedness and multidimensional epistasis of the His3 fitness landscape 177 178
Ruggedness is a general property of fitness landscapes that quantifies the accessible paths 179 of high fitness that connect fit genotypes [41] [42] [43] . A path between highly fit genotypes is inaccessible 180 when one of the intermediate genotypes has low fitness 6,20-22,41,44 (e.g. for genotypes AB and ab, 181 the intermediate are aB and Ab). Such instances also manifest in sign epistasis on the fitness 182 landscape, that the same substitution may be beneficial or deleterious when occurring in a 183 different genetic background 44,45 . To quantify the ruggedness of the His3 fitness landscape we 184 identified instances of sign epistasis: substitutions between extant amino acid states that were 185 strongly beneficial or strongly deleterious (change in fitness of > 0.4 in absolute value) 186 depending on the background in which they occurred 44 . Some of these instances may be due to 187 miscalled fitness of very few genotypes. Therefore, we considered a pair of extant amino acid 188 states to be under sign epistasis only when sign epistasis was observed in a statistically 189 significant number of different genetic backgrounds (see Methods).
191
An example of sign epistasis is the substitution C141S in the second segment that had an 192 opposite effect on fitness depending on amino acid at site 143 (I, V or T). The substitution I143T 193 in turn exhibits sign epistasis depending on the amino acid at site 163 (F, I, V or L) ( Fig. 5a ).
194
These epistatic interactions can be represented by a graph in which nodes represent a pair of 195 extant amino acid states at a specific site and nodes are connected by edges if strong sign 196 epistasis has been detected between them (C141S -I143T -I163F) (Fig. 4b ). We found that 86 197 out of 128 (67%) sites in our library exhibit sign epistasis and 46% (59/128) exhibit reciprocal 198 sign epistasis. Most sites showed a sign epistatic interaction with multiple other sites ( Fig. 5c,d ) 199
demonstrating that, although sign epistasis affects few genotypes, it leads to a fitness landscape 200 that requires the interaction of multiple sites for proper characterization. 201 202
The complexity of interaction of sites can be estimated by using the graph of sign 203 epistasis where vertices represent a substitution and edges connect vertices with sign epistasis 204 between them. If only few substitutions display sign epistasis then such a graph would signify 205 that the fitness landscape is relatively smooth, alternatively, a highly-interconnected graph of 206 such interactions signifies a more rugged landscape 4,5,41-43 . To measure the relative fitness 207 complexity, we used the maximum clique size of a graph, which approximates the maximum 208 number of simultaneously interacting substitutions. In our data, this measure ranged from two to 209 seven depending on the segment (Supplementary Fig. 6 ). The ruggedness of the fitness 210 landscape of His3 is high for most segments, such as segment 5, where it is necessary to consider 211 the simultaneous interaction of at least seven sites to accurately predict the fitness of genotypes 212 consisting of extant amino acid states at these sites 38, 40 . 213 214
Sign epistasis can appear when fitness is described by a unidimensional function of the 215 fitness potential, for example, when the fitness landscape is a unimodal function with an 216 optimum in an intermediate range of the fitness potential 41,45 . However, sign epistasis may also 217 be a sign of multidimensional epistasis, when a unidimensional function of the fitness potential 218 cannot fully describe genotype fitness 39 . Many genotypes were predicted poorly by a 219 unidimensional function of the fitness potential ( Supplementary Fig. 5a ). Two lines of evidence 220
suggest that such genotypes reveal the presence of multidimensional epistasis. First, genotypes 221 with a higher number of substitutions influenced by sign epistasis were less well-predicted by a 222 unidimensional fitness function ( Fig. 4c and Supplementary Fig. 7b ). Second, we explain a 223 larger fraction of genotypes by using a more complex neural network architecture 224 accommodating multiple fitness potentials instead of one. We found that increasing the amount 225 of neurons in the first layer of the neural network architecture, which is equivalent to increasing 226 the number of independent fitness potentials, gradually improves the prediction power of the 227 obtained models for most of the segments (Fig. 4d) . Thus, adding dimensions to the function of 228 fitness potential increases the prediction power of the model. For example, for a two-229 dimensional case fitness was described by f 1 (p 1 , p 2 ) with p 1 = a 1 x 1 + a 1 x 2 … a n x n and p 2 = b 1 x 1 + 230 b 1 x 2 … b n x n . For several His3 segments, a fitness function with multiple underlying fitness 231 potentials described the fitness landscape more accurately than a simple unidimensional function 232 of a single fitness potential ( Supplementary Fig. 7a ). For instance, for these segments, fitness 233 function of two fitness potentials described the shape with a higher degree of accuracy than a 234 function of a single fitness potential ( Fig. 4d,e ). By contrast, epistasis in segment 7 is entirely 235 unidimensional ( Fig. 4d,e ones leads to inaccessibility of some evolutionary trajectories between extant or ancestral 246 sequences 6,20-22,44 . The simplest explanation for the substantial ruggedness of the landscape 247 observed in many of the His3 segments lies in the unidimensional threshold fitness function 248 ( Fig. 6a) . On a threshold function a combinations of substitutions, all of which are neutral in 249 some genetic backgrounds, can take a genotype beyond the fitness threshold through their 250 additive effect on fitness potential, making some genotypes inaccessible for evolution ( Fig. 6a) .
251
Between any two fit genotypes, the fraction of intermediate genotypes that are unfit depends on 252 the fitness potential of the two parental genotypes (Fig. 6b) . Evolution between two fit 253 genotypes with high fitness potential can proceed unhindered because all intermediate genotypes 254
also have high fitness potential and, consequently, high fitness. Conversely, when both fit 255 genotypes are located close to the threshold, many of the intermediate genotypes between them 256 have low fitness and many evolutionary paths between them are inaccessible ( Fig. 6c) . Thus, the 257 cliff-like threshold fitness function is the major determinant of the observation that not all paths 258 between two fit genotypes are accessible to evolution ( Fig. 6b) . We find that unfit intermediate 259 genotypes are in genetic proximity with each other and are on a limited number of paths; the 260 fraction of inaccessible paths is smaller than if the same number of unfit genotypes were 261 distributed randomly in genotype space ( Fig. 6d,e ).
263
The effect of synergistic epistasis dominates the His3 fitness landscape, affecting over 264 85% of amino acid substitutions from our library that occurred in His3 evolution. This 265 synergistic epistasis may reflect the free energy of the protein 10,47,48 , as evidenced by a 266 correlation between the fitness potential and the impact of substitutions on the free energy of 267
His3p (Supplementary Fig. 8) . Similarly, instances of sign epistasis may also be explained by 268 changes in protein stability; for example, in the 143T background C141S increased fitness and 269 also had a positive effect on stability ( Fig. 5b) . Consistent with protein stability contributing to 270 the observed sign epistasis we find that sites that exhibited reciprocal sign epistasis are close 271 together in the His3p structure ( Supplementary Fig. 8 genotypes. We then compared this proportion with the total proportion of all unfit genotypes as a 288 function of Hamming distance from S. cerevisiae, a measurement that includes both inter-and 289 intra-segmental epistasis. We found three times more inter-segmental than intra-segmental 290 epistasis ( Supplementary Fig. 9 ), likely because a single segment provides a much smaller 291 target space for interactions than the entire His3 protein. The proportion of sites under epistatic 292 interactions increased exponentially with Hamming distance (Supplementary Fig. 9 ), analogous 293 to Orr's snowball, the accumulation of genetic incompatibilities in the course of speciation 31,49 . 294 295
Conclusions 296 297
The concept of the fitness landscape introduced by Sewall Wright (Figures 1 and 2 
is an indispensable tool for understanding multiple biological phenomena [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Experimental high-299
throughput assays of random mutations have begun to unravel some local properties of fitness 300 landscapes 4 . Here, we described a fitness landscape on a macroevolutionary scale by focusing on 301 amino acid states that have been put through the sieve of natural selection. We found that only 302 15% of substitutions that fixed in the evolution of His3 are universally neutral. For the remaining 303 85%, substitutions from His3 evolution had a profound influence on each other's effect on 304
fitness, providing an experimental confirmation that epistasis is one of the defining features of 305 molecular evolution 33 . Substitutions that occur in evolution have properties vastly different from 306 those of random mutations, which are mostly deleterious 23 . Therefore, the way in which 307 combinations of extant amino acid states affect fitness may also be different from that of 308 combinations of random mutations. Unexpectedly, we found that the interaction of extant amino 309 acid states was dominated by synergistic epistasis in a manner similar to that previously found 310 for random mutations 7-10,16 . However, the accumulation of random mutations leads to low fitness 311 much faster than the accumulation of extant amino acid states (compare Figure . 2a ). 313 314
The experimental data showing that 85% of amino acid states found in extant species 315 confer low fitness in a different genetic background lends strong support to the notion that 316 epistasis is a key factor in protein evolution 31, 33 . We showed that the fitness landscape of several 317 segments of the His3 gene cannot be reduced to a single unidimensional forms of epistasis, with 318 a function of multiple fitness potentials providing a more accurate description of the fitness 319 landscape. By contrast, large-scale fitness landscapes incorporating multiple random mutations 320 away from the wildtype sequence in a constant test environment have not displayed evidence of 321 multidimensional epistasis 8-10,16 ; however, it appears to be a more prevalent factor among 322
substitutions that have been subject to positive selection 12-16,18-22,34-36 . We also found that up to 323 67% of sites with an extant amino acid state were influenced by sign epistasis, resulting in a 324
rugged fitness landscape and a limited number of fitness ridges connecting extant sequences for 325 most His3 segments. Overall, the evolutionary-relevant section of the His3 fitness landscape is 326 best described as a fitness ridge, with the crest of the ridge defined by a fitness potential. In some 327 cases, the crest is multidimensional requiring several independent underlying fitness potentials. 328
Evolution can proceed unhindered along the crest (Fig. 6a,c The His3 gene was selected for three principal reasons, it is short, conditionally essential 365
and was not known to be involved in protein-protein interactions. Studying 20 220 variants of His3 366 is impossible, thus, we have chosen an approach to survey the fitness landscape in a manner that 367 would elucidate the area most relevant to His3 evolution while managing the technical 368 limitations of our experimental design. We considered amino acid states found in extant species, 369
focusing on yeast species, which translated into a full combinatorial set of ~10 83 unique 370 genotypes. Technically it is feasible to measure fitness of up to 100,000 unique genotypes in a 371 single growth experiment. Therefore, we split the His3 gene into 12 independent segments such 372 that the full combinatorial set of extant amino acid states from 21 yeast species in each segment 373 was 10,000 -100,000 genotypes. We then considered the combinatorial library for each segment 374
in an independent growth experiment, which allowed us to study a tractable section of the 375 sequence space while considering trajectories across a vast part of the space connecting extant 376 species (Fig. 1a) . We constructed these combinations in 12 plasmid libraries and transformed 377 them into a haploid His3 knockout S. cerevisiae strain. Growth rate (fitness) of yeast carrying 378 different mutations in His3 was measured using serial batch culture in the absence of histidine. 379 We split the His3 gene sequence into segments in a manner agnostic to the structure of 380 the His3 protein ( Supplementary Fig. 1a ). For technical reasons, a segment consisted of two 381 variable regions with a constant region between them (Supplementary Fig. 1b ). All growth 382 experiments were performed independently for each segment, with the exception of one 383 experiment on a limited group of genotypes from each segment which was done for the 384 normalization of fitness values across different segments (Supplementary Fig. 3) . 385 As a control, we measured the rate of growth of S. cerevisiae whose entire His3 gene 386 sequence came from another distant species. We found that the replacement of an entire gene 387 sequence of His3 leads to wild-type rates of growth of S. cerevisiae even when the His3 388 sequence comes from very distant yeasts, as far as S. pombe (Supplementary Fig. 3) . Therefore, 389
His3 appears to be an independent unit of the fitness landscape and is a good model for the study 390 of fitness landscapes of an isolated gene. 391 392
Measuring fitness 393
Plasmid To create a library of His3 mutants, pRS416 plasmid was amplified using primers 128 442 and 129. The insert was cloned into the vector using Gibson assembly (NEB, E2611S). Ligated 443 products (200 -300 ng/μL) were desalted by drop dialysis using 13 mm diameter, Type-VS 444
Millipore membrane (Merck Millipore, VSWP01300). 20 μL ElectroMAX DH10B competent 445 cells (Invitrogen, 18290015) were electroporated with 3 μL ligated products. 0.01% of the 446 electroporated bacteria were plated on ampicillin-containing medium in order to estimate the 447 complexity of the library; the remaining culture was grown overnight in 100 ml of liquid 448 medium, and the plasmid was extracted the next day. For each library, the maximum number of 449 protein sequences that can be generated was computed. Libraries were generated until to total 450 complexity reached at least 3 times this value. 451 452
Yeast transformation and yeast library generation 453
For each segment, yeast strain LBCY47 (his3:KanMXleu2∆0 met15∆0 ura3∆0, derived 454 from BY4741) was transformed with 50 μg of pRS416_His3 mutant library using lithium acetate 455 transformation and plated onto glucose synthetic complete dropout plates lacking uracil. After 40 456
hours' growth at 30°C, approximately 0.5 million yeast colonies were scraped off the plates, 457 mixed together and washed 2 times with 100 ml of PBS. 458 459
Bulk competition 460 4x10 9 cells were inoculated into 500 ml of glucose synthetic complete dropout medium 461 lacking uracil with 200 mg/L of G418, and grown at 30°C at 220 RPM for 6-8 h in order to 462 eliminate clones with low fitness irrespective of histidine biosynthesis. Cells were later pelleted 463 and washed with 50 ml of PBS. Approximately 10 10 cells were inoculated into 1 L of synthetic 464 complete dropout medium lacking histidine, and grown at 30°C at 220 RPM for 168 h with 12 h 465 between bottlenecks: ~10 10 cells were transferred into fresh medium ~10 8 cells from the culture 466 were kept as sample for the given time point. Bulk competition for each library of mutants was 467 done in two replicates to account for biological variability. 468 469
NGS library preparation 470
The relative abundance of yeast mutants was measured in 3 samples: 1) the initial 471 population before selection was applied (t0), 2) the population after 12 h of growth in the 472 selective medium (t1), and 3) the final population after 168 h of growth in the selective medium 473 (t14). In order to extract plasmid DNA, 5x10 9 cells from each sample were incubated in 300 μL 474 of zymolyase buffer ( The growth rate of individual curves was measured as the inverse of the time to grow 500 from OD = 0.135 = exp(-2) to OD = 0.368 = exp(-1). If the curve did not reach 0.368, the growth 501 was set to 0. Curves that crossed 0.135 or 0.368 were excluded. The growth rate of a clone was 502 measured as the median of 6 independent growth experiments. We excluded from the analysis 503 clones with discordance between growth in solid and liquid medium, clones that could not be 504 sequenced or that showed evidence of contamination by sequencing, and clones such that the 505
Kullback-Leibler divergence of their read counts compared to all synonymous clones was greater 506 than 0.22. The later criterion ensured that the selected clones were not outliers compared to other 507 variants encoding the same protein. 508 509
Growth rates of isolated strains 510 We isolated 197 strains from all segment libraries of extant amino acid combinations (9-511 26 strain per segment) and used Sanger sequencing to determine the sequence. For each strain 512
we performed 6 repeats of growth assay and calculated the average growth rate. Fitness values 513 from competition and growth rates are highly correlated (r=0.82 p=10 -48 ). Correlation was 514 significant and greater than 0.6 for all segments except S9, where all selected genotypes 515 appeared to be neutral (Supplementary Fig. 3) . 516
Initial data filtering 518
The individual sequences of the variants were recovered from pair-end reads with the 519 following steps: the constant region between the two variable regions was identified by inexact 520 matching allowing up to 20% errors using the Seeq library version 1.1.2 521 (https://github.com/ezorita/seeq). The reads are not oriented because the Illumina sequencing 522 adapters were added by ligation, so the constant regions were searched on both reads. Forward 523 and reverse reads were swapped when a match was found on the reverse read. This ensured that 524
all of the sequences are in the same orientation. For multiplexing purposes, the sample identity 525 was encoded in the left and right primers used to PCR-amplify the variants. To demultiplex the 526 reads, we used inexact matching with the candidate primers, allowing up to 20% errors. This 527 approach was faster and less error-prone than using FLASH 51 . To merge the reads, the sequence 528 of the reverse reads was reverse complemented and the constant region was searched by inexact 529 matching allowing up to 20% errors. The position of the constant part in each read indicated how 530 they must be stitched together. In the region of overlap, the consensus sequence was determined 531 by picking the nucleotide with highest quality as indicated in the quality line of the fastq files. If 532 'N' persisted in the final sequence, the reads were discarded. The PCR primers were trimmed so 533 that all the sequences of the same competition would start and end at the same location. 534
Reads that did not have the constant region, that could not be oriented or that could not 535 be demultiplexed were discarded. The remaining errors in the reads were corrected by sequence 536
clustering. We used starcode version 1. The total number of reads for 12 segments, 3 time points and 4 replicas are shown in 544
Supplementary Table 1 . Genotypes frequencies are defined as the number of reads for a given 545 genotype divided by the total number of reads in that replicate. Mean frequency was calculated 546 over 4 replicas to be used in further analysis. However, to eliminate influence of outliers the 547 median was taken instead of mean if absolute difference between mean and median was greater 548 than the median value. Only genotypes present in both technical replicas of both biological 549 replicas with at least ten reads (summed across all time points) in each of them were kept. 550 551
Noise estimation 552
The major factors causing noise in genotype frequency measurements are sampling 553 errors, PCR amplification errors and genetic drift during the competition. For all of these factors, 554
the amount of error depends on the genotype frequency. Therefore, we estimated measurement 555 errors as the function of genotype frequency. 556 For a given segment, time point and a pair of biological or technical replicas for each 557 genotype we calculated the mean frequency and the squared difference of frequencies from these 558 two replicas. We sorted genotypes by mean frequency and grouped them such that each bin 559 contains 5000 genotypes. We calculated the average frequency and the average squared 560 difference in each bin. Additionally, squared error for frequency 0 was set equal to • 561 . + . , where and are total read numbers in replicas i and j. Finally, by linear 562 interpolation we obtained dependencies of squared differences as a function of frequency, ( ),  563 where and are different replicas. 564
Using squared differences from pairwise comparison of replicas we can estimate variance 565 of mean frequency over four replicas. Let numerate replicas 1, 2, 3, 4 where 1, 2 are technical 566 replicas of the first biological repeat and 3, 4 are the technical replicas of the second biological 567
repeat. Errors coming from the competition (e.g.: genetic drift) are shared for replicas 1, 2 and 568 for replicas 3, 4. Let's call them ∆ and ∆ and their variances and respectively. 569
Technical errors of sampling from the population and from PCR are unique for each replica. 570
Let's call them ∆ , = 1. .4 and their variances , = 1. .4 respectively. All variances are 571 function of frequency and writing we assume ( ). 572
In the introduced notations the mean frequency over 4 replicas is: 573 For each segment and time point we calculated the numerical function ( ). Then for each 583 genotype having mean frequency we estimated its variance as ( ) 584 585
Merging amino acid genotypes 586 We merged nucleotide genotypes that corresponded to the same amino acid sequence and 587 summed their frequencies and variances. We filtered out all genotypes x which had any of 588 following patterns: 589 = 0, = 0, > 0or = 0, > 0, = 0 or > 0, = 0, > 0. Fraction of such 590 genotypes were <0.5% for all segments except S9, for which it was 4.5% 591
For further analysis, this amino acid dataset was used except when specified. 592 593
Fitness estimation 594
Number of cells in a pool with particular genotype x after time interval t increases 595 exponentially 596
597
where is absolute fitness. Frequency of genotype x as well depends exponentially on absolute 598
fitness with an additional multiplicative factor: 599
where and are total cell numbers in a pool at time points 0 and t. Factor ⁄ reflects the 601 total growth of population, it changes with time but is the same for all genotypes. Therefore, we 602 can rewrite genotype frequency at time t as: 603
604
where ¯= • 605
In the measured dataset for each genotype x we have 3 measurements of frequency , 606
, and their errors , ,
. To estimate genotype fitness we minimized 607 relative squared errors of exponential fit as function of fitness and initial frequency : 608
(1) 609
This formula contains four parameters common for all genotypes from one segment: 610 ¯, ¯, , . Further we will perform additional shifting and scaling of fitness values (see next 611 section), therefore, without loss of generality we could set ¯= 0 and = 1.Ideally, / should 612 equal 14, however, we noticed that this ratio does not hold for many segments and fitted 613 = / from data instead of using value 14. 614
To find specific 02 and for each segment we selected genotypes with high frequencies 615
at ( > 25 • 10 ) which corresponds to ~500-1000 reads per technical replicate. Each 616 segment contains 10 3 -10 4 genotypes that meet this criterion. We minimized eq. (1) for selected 617 genotypes trying all possible combinations of ( ) for each segment we found for each genotype. Errors for fitness 620 values, , were estimated as standard error of best-fit parameter. 621 622
For genotypes with frequencies pattern > 0, = 0, = 0 fit of eq. (1) cannot be 623 obtained. Therefore we defined upper boundary for their fitness value as
, where , = 1. .4 are total read numbers at time point t 1 in i replica. 625
626
Fitness rescaling 627 We scaled fitness such that lethal genotypes have fitness 0 and neutral genotypes have 628 fitness 1. We assumed that genotypes with a stop codon or frame shift are lethal. Thus, for each 629 segment we linearly rescaled the fitness distribution so that 95% of genotypes with nonsense 630 mutations have a fitness of 0 and so that the local maximum of the fitness distribution of 631 genotypes with extant amino acids is 1. The scaling around the local maximum led to the shift of 632 fitness values of less than +/-0.025 in each of the 12 segments compared to the measured 633 wildtype strains and did not affect our results (for scale, we called a substitution non-neutral if its 634 effect on fitness was > 0.4). All fitness values which became smaller than 0 were set to 0. 635 636
Quality control and comparison of synonymous sequences 637 We used nucleotide synonymous sequences as an internal control. The error rate for a 638 measurement of fitness of an amino acid sequence depends on the number of synonymous 639 sequences, n, that were used to estimate it. Therefore, we estimated the false discovery rates 640 separately for categories with n=1,..10 variants. For each amino acid genotype with more than n 641 synonymous variants we merged random combination of n of its nucleotide genotypes and 642 estimated fitness. We then calculated the difference between this fitness and the fitness of the 643 corresponding amino acid sequence. We classified case as "false unfit" if difference was <-0.4 644 and as "false fit" if difference was >0.4. The fraction of such cases gives us false discovery rates 645 for genotypes having n synonymous variants. To get total false discovery rates for each segment 646 we averaged "false unfit" and "false fit" rates for different n with weights equal to the fractions 647 of genotypes in amino acid dataset which have n synonymous variant (Supplementary Table 1) . 648 The high correlation between biological replicas ( Supplementary Table 6 ) confirms high 649 accuracy of our high-throughput experiments, with the exception of segment 9. 650 651
Predicting fitness using deep learning 652
To predict the unidimensional fitness function based on additive contribution of extant 653 amino acid states we used deep learning, a powerful machine learning technique, capable of 654 constructing virtually any function, even with a simple neural network architecture. To convert 655 amino acid sequences into a binary feature matrix we used one-hot encoding strategy, in which 656 each feature (column in the matrix) indicates the presence or absence of a particular amino acid 657 state. 658
To optimise the accuracy/overfitting ratio, we tested over a hundred of different neural 659 network architectures and parameters. As a starting point, we selected a number of complicated 660
architectures, which describe our data, but are prone to overfitting due to a large number of 661 parameters. We then gradually reduced the number of layers and neurons to reduce the 662 overfitting, while controlling for accuracy. 663
Our final architecture consists of three layers and 22 neurons in total ( Supplementary Fig.  664  4) . :  670  671  672  673  674  675 where , xis the feature vector, c 1 -the vector of coefficients, corresponding to 676 the first layer, c n,k -coefficient corresponding to the n-th layer and the k-th neuron, b n -bias 677
corresponding to the n-th layer. Crucially, this relatively simple architecture is capable of fitting 678 virtually any function 53 , thus, in contrast to conventional logistic regression, in our approach we 679 select the correct model from a vast variety of functions. 680
The key idea of our approach is that the number of neurons in the first layer of the neural 681 network determines the number of linear combinations of mutations (or fitness potentials) used 682 in order to predict mutant fitness. In other words, each neuron in the first layer assigns a single 683 unique weight to every amino acid state in the dataset (Supplementary Fig. 4) . Multiplication of 684 such weight vectors and binary genotype vectors result in fitness potential. Thus, the number of 685 neurons in the first layer of the architecture basically determines the dimensionality of epistasis 686
we assume. The obtained fitness potentials are then transformed by a nonlinear phase shift 687 function constructed by the 22 neurons of the neural network. 688
The architecture simplicity avoids overfitting, which was further prevented by using early 689 stopping and keeping 10% of data as a test set. The loss function that is being optimised in our 690 experiments is not convex, which leads to a high probability of getting stuck in different local 691 minima. To ensure reproducibility, each of our models was constructed ten independent times 692 using random train-test splits. 693
Each model was trained for under 100 epochs using mean squared error as the loss 694
function. An unpublished adaptive learning rate method proposed by Geoff Hinton, RMSProp, 695 was used as the optimiser. This algorithm is a version of a mini-batch stochastic gradient 696 descent, utilising the gradient magnitude of the recent gradients in order to normalise the current 697 ones. All the weights were initialised using Xavier normal initialiser 54 . 698 699
Paths between pairs of fit genotypes 700
For analysis in Fig. 6d , we first choose two fit "parental" genotypes, one randomly 701 chosen genotype (eg: ABE) and the other parental genotype that is either S. cerevisiae wildtype 702 genotype (inter-segmental) or another random fit genotype in the data (intra-segmental) (eg: 703 abe). The two genotypes in this example are Hamming Distance 3 apart (HD=3). We next 704 compute all (HD2-2) intermediate genotypes (eg: AbC, aBc, et cetera) and retain the subset that 705 were experimentally measured. We represent the two parental genotypes and all measured 706
intermediate genotypes as an undirected graph in which each genotype is a vertex. All genotypes 707 one substitution apart are connected by an unweighted edge. The shortest possible path for a 708
given pair of genotypes is of length HD. We find all shortest paths between the two parental 709 genotypes using a breadth-first search. We next remove all vertices (genotypes) that are unfit, 710
and recompute the number of shortest between the two parental genotypes. For example, in Fig.  711 6a, there are six paths of length three if you take into account all genotypes, but only three paths 712 of length three if you take into account only fit genotypes. 713 714
Clustering of unfit genotypes in sequence space 715
For the analysis in Fig. 6e 1 . Combinatorial approach to the study of fitness landscapes. A fitness landscape is 769 the representation of fitness for all possible genotypes composed of a specific set of loci. a, 770
Following Figure 1 from Sewall Wright ref.
[6] consider the genotype space consisting of 5 loci, 771 each with two allele states (lower and uppercase letters). The entire genotype space is 5-772 dimensional consisting of 2 5 genotypes. Given two genotypes found in extant species (abCde and 773
ABCdE in this example), surveying combinations of extant alleles substantially reduces the 774 dimensionality of the genotype space, concomitantly reducing the number of genotypes to assay. 775
The surveyed area (blue cube) considers all combinations of allele substitutions that have 776 occurred in the course of evolution between the two sequences (red line), avoiding the sampling 777 of combinations with less relevance to the evolutionary trajectory (black lines). b, Given the 778 entire multidimensional genotype space (black circle) our approach considers an 779 multidimensional subspace consisting of the combinatorial set of amino acid states from extant 780 species. The blue line represents the yeast phylogeny and the surrounding blue space represents a 781 multidimensional set of combinations of extant amino acids of the sequence under consideration, 782
one His3 gene segment in our study. By contrast, random mutagenesis studies consider only a 783 local segment of the genotype space surrounding a specific genotype (green circle). с, A multiple 784 alignment of orthologous sequences of His3 for segment 2 for which we incorporated almost all 785 extant amino acid states from 21 yeast species (blue bars) and 10-100% extant states from a set 786 of 396 orthologues (grey bars). d, The predicted structure of His3p with amino acid residues that 787
were substituted in our library. states (purple). c, The number of genotypes with high fitness that incorporates specific amino 804 acid states. For each amino acid state, the number of genetic backgrounds that contain that amino 805 acid state and are fit (fitness > 0) are shown. d, The percent of backgrounds in which a specific 806 substitution is neutral (white), beneficial (blue) or deleterious (grey). The region marked in green 807
shows substitutions that never have large effects (> 0.4) on fitness. Beneficial and deleterious 808 effects are shown only if the frequency for a given substitution was higher than the false 809 discovery rate ( Supplementary Table 1 ). Data from segment 9 were excluded for this figure. 810 811 812 813 814 Figure 4 . Epistasis and the His3 fitness landscape for segments 2, 5 and 7. a, Fitness as a 815
function of a single fitness potential (black curve, the fitness of individual genotypes is orange). 816 b, A network depiction of sign epistasis between amino acid substitutions. Colour coded sites 817 with reciprocal sign epistasis (black lines) and unidirectional interactions (grey arrows) are 818
shown. c, Genotypes containing substitutions with a higher number of sign epistatic interactions 819 are less likely to be fit by the threshold function of the fitness potential. d, Increasing the number 820 of neurons in the first layers of the neural network, which is equivalent to increasing the number 821 of underlying fitness potentials, leads to more accurate models for segments with detected sign 822 epistasis. Each dot corresponds to an independent optimization of model parameters. e, Fitness 823 as a function of two fitness potentials (black dots, measured fitness is depicted in orange). 824 825 Figure 5 . Sign epistasis. a, Substitution C->S at site 141 in segment 2 more frequently has a 826 positive effect on fitness in the background of T at site 143, a negative effect in the background 827 of 143I and is equally likely to be strongly deleterious or strongly beneficial in the background 828 of 143V. b, Predicted change in free energy following a C141S substitution in all genetic 829 backgrounds with an I or T at 143 and that are closer than four mutations away from S. function can lead to some paths being inaccessible between two genotypes of high fitness (abe, 839 ABE) if the joint contribution of several alleles to the fitness potential (abE, aBE) leads to the 840 fitness potential below the threshold. b, The fraction of unfit intermediate genotypes between 841 two fit genotypes as a function of their average fitness potential. c, The grey area represents all 842 genotypes in segment 7. When two fit genotypes (red dots) have high fitness potential, many 843 paths between them will be accessible because many intermediate genotypes will also have high 844 fitness potential and fitness (blue dots). d, The fraction of accessible shortest paths between two 845 fit genotypes with unfit genotypes from data (orange) or the same number of randomly selected 846 genotypes (grey), shown as a function of Hamming distance between two fit genotypes. Error 847 bars are standard deviation. e, On a graph with genotypes connected by edges if they are one 848 substitution apart we calculate the degree of connectivity (number of edges for each node) for all 849 genotypes (blue), only unfit (fitness = 0) genotypes (orange) and a graph with the same number 850 of nodes as the graph with unfit genotypes but with nodes chosen at random (grey). 851 852 853
